This is the second part of two parts, titled " cone construction". In this part we prove the Lefschetz cohomologicity of the cone operator Con.
Introduction to the standard conjectures
The standard conjectures were proposed by Grothendieck ([5] ), in formulating a solution to Weil's conjectures. The conjectures address a smooth projective variety X of dimension n over an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characteristic. Let u be the hyperplane section class in the l−adic cohomology H 2 l (X) where l is not equal to the charateristic of the field. Let p, q be whole numbers satisfying p + q = n, q ≥ p. Let u q−p denote the homomorphism on the cohomology
We call u q−p the Lefschetz cohomological isomorphism.
Conjecture 1.1. (Lefschetz) (I) (mild form) Then u q−p is an isomorphism. (II) Let
l (X) be the subspace spanned by algebraic cycles. Then the restriction u q−p a of u q−p ,
is also an isomorphism. Grothendieck named these two conjectures as standard conjectures. A thorough study can be found in [5] , [7] and [8] . The mild form of the Lefschetz standard conjecture ( which is the hard Lefschetz theorem over C) has been proved by Deligne. Over the complex numbers, conjecture 1.2 is just the Hodge-Riemann bilinear relation which is a result of Hodge theory ( [4] ). Thus over C, standard conjectures are all known except part (II) in conjecture 1.1. In this paper we prove the part (II).
2 Introduction to the cone construction Theorem 
(Main theorem)
The standard conjectures over C are correct.
Extension to non-algebraic setting
The main idea of the proof is to extend the problem to a different category. Let's start from the beginning. We work over the complex numbers. When the varieties are over the complex numbers, the comparison theorem reduces theétal cohomology to Betti cohomology. So in the rest of paper, all cohomology are rational Betti cohomology of smooth projective varieties. In [7] , Kleimann proved the Grothendieck's standard conjectures over the complex numbers are equivalent to the Lefschetz standard conjecture, part II of conjecture 1.1, called the A-conjecture. To show the A-conjecture, we directly construct an algebraic inverse (u q−p a ) −1 of the map (1.2). The map u q−p a is on the cohomology, but its root lies in Z(X), the free generated Abelian group of algebaic cycles.
The construction on Z(X) is a standard construction in algebraic geometry, which can be described as follows. Let X ⊂ P N be the embedding in the projective space. Let
be a finite and birational projection to a hypersurface of P n+1 . Assume n = p + q, h = q − p > 0. Let Υ ⊂ P Grass(h − 1, n + 1) be a generic curve parametrizing h − 1 planes in P n+1 . Let B be an algebraic cycle of dimension q in X. Using the standard intersection theory, in a likely situation, there is a well-defined homomorphism
where # is the joint operator in the projective space, (B#z) · µ X is a welldefined family Γ of algebraic cycles pametrized by z,
The standard construction of (P r) * (Γ) does not give a clue on the cohomology class of it, not even the class in the Chow group. But if f can be reduced to cohomology, we'll obtain the desired inverse (u q−p a ) −1 on the cohomology (non trivial statement). This is equivalent to have a homomorphism f ′ such that the diagram
commutes. While the construction is in algebraic geometry, but the final result must be in cohomology. This requires us to go beyond the algebraic geometry. The cone construction I, II is a construction on currents in the differential geometry.
Let's have a sketch. The construction needs to extend to NON-algebraic cycles B. Overall there are two such extensions.
(1) Extension to coniveau filtration. This extension uses a different view of algebraic cycles, that only focuses on the supports of algebraic cycles. The main assertion is that the map
is an isomorphism on coniveau filtration for
This will be referred to as the generalized Lefschetz standard conjecture. It turns out to be equivalent to the Grothendeick's Lefschetz standard conjecture over C. In an alternative view, the conjecture is also equivalent to the non-degeneracy of the topological intersection pairing on
(see APD in section 5). The non-degeneracy was studied by Murre in 1980's for a conjecture of Griffiths. He proved it for the special case p = 1 = k in lemma 5.2, [10] .
The usual Lefschetz standard conjecture is not a focus in this extension. Comparing with fundamental classes of algebraic cycles, A p (X), the coniveau filtration N p H 2p+k (X) seems to be less accessible ( [6] ). The main ingredient that makes a class lying in N p H 2p+k (X) is its "support". This shifts the focus from the fundamental class to the "class of higer degrees".
(2) Extension to the category of current. To deal with the "support" in the idea (1), we need to (a) work in the category of currents, the notion created by G. de Rham ( [2] ). This is completed in the part I.
(b) prove that it will be reduced to cohomology. This is the part II (this paper)-the cohomological reduction.
Cone construction on currents
The key is the cohomological reduction f ′ . In general f can't be reduced to cohomology. The proof of this relies on a rather elaborated construction of linear operators on currents ( [11] ). To do this appropriately, we have to start it in the category of currents. Our tool is the new notion-intersection of currents which have been developed in [12] . It naturally extends the intersection in algebraic geometry ( [3] ). Briefly we can describe it as follows. For any two closed currents T 1 , T 2 on a compact manifold X, we define an intersection current as a strong limit of the de Rham's homotopy regularization, denoted by
In [11] , applying this intersection, we constructed a linear operator on real closed currents of a smooth projective variety X over C,
where
is a space of homogeneous closed currents over R of degree i, and h is a natural number less than dim(X). Then it canonically factors through C(D i+2h ) ′ (X). More precisely there is a composition
where V h is a plane section of X of codimension h > 0 such that
It was proved in [11] that
There is a natural number l such that (1) for any σ ∈ CD ′ (X),
In [11] , part (2) above is called Lefschezt algebraicity of the cone operator Con. In this paper, it is the algebraicity of the operator K h . Thus the algebraicity of K h is the same as the Lefschetz algebraicity of Con. Both properties come from the the analysis on the operators Con, K h .
Cohomological reduction Definition 2.3. If K h sends exact currents to exact currents, we say K h is cohomological or equivalently Con is Lefschetz cohomological. Definition 2.3 is aiming at the cohomological reduction in the formula (2.3).
Theorem 2.4. (Cohomological reduction)
If the indexes in theorem 2.2 satisfy h + i = dim(X), then K h is cohomological, i.e. Con can be reduced to cohomology to have a homomorphism Con on the cohomology H n−h (X; Q) such that
In [11] , cohomologicity of K h is also called the Lefschetz cohomologicity of Con. It plays the same role as the cohomological descend in the mixed Hodge structure. Theorem 2.4 says that in the case of i + h = n, we can canonically construct a topological inverse Con of u h , and then such a Con preserves the algebraic levels of any topological cycles. In particular it proves the formula (2.3). However without the hypothesis, h + i = dim(X), the cohomologicity of K h is false. The failure is due to the primitiveness of the cycles. For instance in the case i = n, h = 1, we can let the cohomology of σ be primitive. Then [V ∧ σ] has zero cohomology, but the cohomology of Con(σ) which is proved to be a multiple of σ (in [11] ) is not zero. So the primitiveness of the σ causes K 1 to be non-cohomological. Furthermore there is another subtle reason for the non-cohomologicity due to the non-finiteness of a correspondence ( [9] ).
1 .
Corollary 2.5. Theorem 2.2 and 2.4 show that the generalized Lefschetz standard conjecture is correct.
In the case k = 0, this says
By Deligne's Cor. 8.2.8, [1] ,
This implies the usual Lefschetz standard conjecture, thus the standard conjectures. The theorem 2.1 is proved.
In the following sections we give the proof. But we'll skip those already in other papers to avoid redundancy. In section 3, we introduce an expression of the coniveau filtration in currents. In section 4, we organize various filtrations functorially to emphasize the concept of the level. This is a review of the content in [13] . In section 5, we introduce a new notion, algebraic Poincaré duality which is equivalent to the generalized and usual Lesfchetz standard conjectures. In this section we also show an important construction of algebraic cycles called "descending construction". In section 6, we start the cone construction for Con and K h . This is the review of the construction in [11] . Section 7 is the central section that is the continuation of [11] . We'll show that the K h is cohomological when h fits the setting for hard Lefschetz theorem. This will complete the proof of the standard conjectures. Section 8 includes a corollary.
Coniveau Filtration
While we review the well-known definition of coniveau filtration, we'll give another description using currents. Recall that in [6] , Grothendieck created a significant filtration F ilt ′p , which is called "Arithmetic filtration, as it embodies deep arithmetic properties of the scheme ". This later was referred to as the coniveau filtration, denoted by
where p is called the coniveau and k is called the level. It is defined as a linear span of kernels of the linear maps
for a subvariety W of codimension at least p. This is the original definition.
In the same paper, Grothendieck immediately interpreted it as a linear span of images of Gysin homomorphisms
for a subvariety W of codimension at least p with the smooth resolutioñ W . Now it is known that the proof of the description requires Deligne's mixed Hodge structures. We introduce another interpretation. It is through currents, which are known to unite both homology and cohomology. Let D ′ (X) be the space of currents over R on X. Let CD ′ (X) be its subset of closed currents and ED ′ (X) be its subset of exact currents. Then
There is a restriction map on currents
for a subvariety W . Using (3.3) and (3.4), we define
to be the linear span of classes in H 2p+k (X; Q) such that they lie in
for some W of codimension at least p.
We have the following description of the coniveau filtration.
Proposition 3.1. Let X be a smooth projective variety over C. Then
In plain language, it says that the cohomology class α lies in
if and only if it is represented by a current whose support is contained in an algebraic set of codimension at least p.
Leveled sub-cohomology
The notion, leveled sub-cohomology lays out the large environment that provides better formulations in the category of cohomology. In this section we review the definitions and theorems without proofs. See [13] for all the proofs. be a map equipped with two functors, covariant η 1 and contravariant η 2 . We call η a double functor.
For the convenience, without a further explanation, we use X to denote a smooth projective variety of dimension n over C. It is easy to check the graph of identity map is the identity and the associativity of correspondence is the associativity of the morphism. This is not the Corr 0 (C) from the Chow motives, nor Cor(C) of finite correspondences. (b) For any morphism Z ∈ CH(X ×Y ; Q), we let P X , P Y be the projections from X × Y to X, Y respectively. Then there is a morphism,
where (P X ) * is the integration along the fibre (because P X is a flat morphism). Notice (P X ) * coincides with the Gysin homomorphism induced by P X . This is the contra-variant functor on H(X; Q). Similarly we define another morphism
This is the covariant functor. Thus the cohomology H(·; Q) is a double functor. These two functors on the cohomology usually are not inverse to each other.
In the following we define a sub-functor of the cohomology H(·; Q). where Corr(C) is the category defined above.
Definition 4.4.
Let k be a whole number, a leveled sub-cohomology at the level k is a double functor
whose morphisms are the restrictions of the double functor on H(·; Q), and satisfy (1)
(2) For X with n < k where n = dim C (X),
For X with n ≥ k,
where K is the Künneth's isomorphism. A cohomology class in H k (X), or its representative will be called an H k leveled cycle (or class).
Proposition 4.5. Let H • be a level sub-cohomology. Then
i.e. it is filtered by the number k. Thus a leveled sub-cohomology H • is an increasing filtration of cohomology.
Definition 4.6. (Algebraic Poincaré duality (APD))
Let H k , J k be two leveled sub-cohomology functors. For each X, if the intersection pairing on
is a perfect pairing. We say the APD holds on these two leveled sub-cohomology functors. By the Poincaré duality, a non-trivial APD has to be between
(4.14)
Proposition 4.7. We make a convention that
15) The following sum of coniveau filtration
gives a rise to a leveled sub-cohomology at the level k. We'll denote it by N k . Notice that
Definition 4.8. Let Corr(C, P ) be the category, whose objects are pair of X ∈ Corr(C) and a polarization u ∈ H 2 (X; Q), whose morphisms are
In the context, we use the same notation u i to denote its restrictions. Use V to denote the generic hyperplane section that represents the class u.
Let (X, u) ∈ Corr(C), and V be a smooth hyperplane section of X. The following proposition emphasizes the functoriality of the level. (1) The map ı *
induced by the inclusion ı :
→ X be a regular map. Denote the Gysin homormorphism by i ! . Then
Algebraic Poincaré duality
To express the idea in introduction with a rigor, we introduce a notion of algebraic Poincaré duality. It leads to an important construction called "descending construction" which lowers the algebraic level from 1 to 0. Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension n over C. From now on we use H • (X; Q) to denote the Betti cohomology of X over the rational numbers. It is well-known they are finitely dimensional linear spaces over Q. Let
be two subgroups.
Definition 5.1. If the intersection pairing on G 1 × G 2 is non-degenerate, we say the algebraic Poincaré duality (abbreviated as APD) on G 1 × G 2 holds.
Assume whole numbers satisfy p + q + k = n. Hard Lefschetz theorem says the homomorphism
is injective. Also recall there is an intersection number pairing on
The following statements are equivalent:
(1) The usual Lefschetz standard conjecture over C is correct (2) u q−p a in the formula (5.1) is an isomorphism for all whole numbers satisfying p + q + k = n,
holds for all whole numbers satisfying p + q + k = n.
are all finitely dimensional vector spaces, it suffices to show u q−p a is surjective. By the Lefschetz standard conjecture, Theorem 4.1, [7] says there is an algebraic cycle θ ∈ Z n+p−q (X × X) such that the homomorphism
is the inverse of u q−p . In the following we replace above statement with currents. Let T θ be the current of the integration over the algebraic cycle θ. Let α ∈ N q H 2q+k (X). Let W ⊂ X be the algebraic cycle of codimension q supporting the current's representative σ α of α. By adjusting θ, we may assume the intersection of
is proper. Then applying the "intersection of currents " ([12]) on X × X (equipped with any de Rham data), we obtain the transformed current (by the correspondence of T θ ), T * θ (σ θ ). By the property of "intersection of currents", T * θ (σ θ ) is supported on the algebraic cycle θ * (W ) of codimension p, and represents the cohomology θ * (α). This shows
The APD at k = 0 shows
with p + q = n. Then Deligne's corollary, Cor. 8.2.8, [1] implies
So we complete the proof. In the following we give an alternative proof of
by using the APD on
The method is called "descending construction" which extracts an algebraic cycle from a cycle of level 1. We start with
where p + q = n − 1.
Let E be an elliptic curve. Let {a, a ′ } be the normalized basis for H 1 (E; Q), and b, b ′ be the corresponding singular cycles. Let
Let A ⊂ Z p (X) be an algebraic cycle in X that represents a non-zero cohomology class α. In the following we are going to find an algebraic cycle
Note that α ⊗ a is a non-zero cohomology class in N p H 2p+1 (Y ). By the APD, there exists a cycle class
where q = n − p − 1. We obtain an algebraic cycle W of dimension at most p + 1 such that θ is Poincaré dual to a cellular cycle
We may assume dim(W ) = p + 1. Applying the Künneth decomposition, T θ must be in the form of
where β, β ′ represent cycles in X, whose cohomology are Hodge cycles, b, b ′ represent a, a ′ , dK is exact and ς is the sum of currents in the form ζ ⊗ c with deg(c) = 0, 2. Next we use the same notation of singular cycles to denote its associated currents. Let b ′′ be a closed 1-current in E such that the intersection satisfy
where e ∈ E. The the intersection
is a current supported on W . LetW be a smooth resolution of the scheme W . We obtain the diagram
where the top sequence is the Gysin exact sequence, and ν ! , which is a Gysin map, is the composition of Gysin maps q ! , P ! . By (5.12), cohomology of
is in the kernel of R. Hence it has a preimage
which is Hodge because ν ! (φ) is Hodge. By the Lefschetz theorem, φ is algebraic. So is the Gysin image ν ! (φ) (by proposition 4.7, part (3)). Looking back at the formula (5.12), the class
is represented by the current β ′ . Hence β ′ represents the algebraic class ν ! (φ). On the other hand the intersection number
This completes the proof.
Lefschetz algebracity of Con
This section recall the constructions completed in [11] . It does not contain proofs.
We first recall the cone construction of the map
Let X ⊂ P r be an embedding. Choose generic planes
where h > 0. Denote the point representing P h−1 in a Grassmannian by z. Choose a generic curve Υ in the Grassmannian such that z ∈ Υ. There is a regular finite-to-one projection map π:
which is finitely birational to its image. Also there is a rational projection map µ:
Compatibility
The generalized Lefschetz standard conjectures shows that the algebraically leveled filtration ( [13] ) is stable under the Lefschetz decomposition. This is the statement of the following corollary Corollary 8.1. If a cohomology class is N k leveled, so are its components in the Lefschetz decomposition.
Proof. of corollary: Consider q ≤ p and p + q = n − k. Let α ∈ N p H 2p+k (X). There is the Lefschetz decomposition This implies α 0 is N k leveled. Then inductively all α i , i ≥ 0 are N k leveled. We complete the proof.
Glossary
(1) P r denotes the complex projective space of dimension r . will be called Gysin homomorphism. When i is an inclusion, this is the well-known Gysin map.
